
How to Buy an Ice Sculpture
Is this your �rst time ordering an ice sculpture? Here are some considerations to help you:

1) Determine what type of ice sculpture you would like.
   • A centerpiece to greet your guests as they enter the room or to highlight your bu�et table?

   • A nightlife party piece such as a luge (to pour drinks through) or an ice bong?

   • Something cool to display your exquisite seafood on, highlight cherished bottles, or a vase with a 
       bouquet of �ower?

   • Do you want something grand like a bar made of ice for bartenders to serve from with an ice 
       curtain for an elegant backdrop? 

   • How about a crazy idea that would be cool to see? Like �re added in ice or objects encased? We 
       always welcome crazy ideas. 

   • Having a combination of ideas is invited. For example, you can request an ice luge with your brand 
       with a Mt. Hood theme.  We will create a design to �t those elements together. 

   • We can also replicate from a photo or drawing that you provide.  

Go to FAQ to learn about the life-span of ice sculptures and setup details.

3) What is your budget?
   • The average 1Block ice sculpture's total cost is around $375-$400, including the delivery, setup, 
       drip trays, and colored lighting. 

   • We will work to create that perfect sculpture within your budget. You will get a draft of the 
       sculpture before production. 

   • The lowest value an ice sculpture can be is around $125 and this is the basic ice luge.

2) How big can an ice sculpture be?
   • The average 1Block ice sculpture is around 3ft. This can vary greatly depending on the design. 
       Sometimes they can be are short and thick, or much bigger and thin. 

   • If you are wanting something of a certain height or length, we can design it to your liking.  We take 
       multiple blocks of ice and can arrange them together to make larger pieces, so the sky is the limit. 
       If you are planning on having a very large sculpture, we will need at least a month in advance    
       notice to make sure we have enough material to create it. Ice takes time to make. 

   • We can also make small sculptures. Down to a foot tall. However smaller sculptures melt faster and 
       there are limitations that follow. The smallest custom luge is a half-block, around 18in tall. 


